1. Explain the steps to create ASP.NET Pages?
2. List any four responsibilities of computer professionals
3. Explain usage of Electronic market
4. Write benefits of EDI
5. What is security?
6. Explain the term ACL
7. Define Data and Digital Signature.
8. Define the term cyber law.
9. Explain ASP.NET?
10. Write a short note on EDI
11. Explain HTML Server Controls?
12. Explain e-commerce prospective
13. Differentiate between Traditional Commerce and E-Commerce.
14. Explain Copy right and fair Use.
15. Explain the basic principle of ASP.NET?
16. What is firewall
17. Explain IT Act in brief.
18. Explain HTML Server Controls?
19. Explain usage of Electronic market
20. Write a short not on code of ethics
21. Explain Page directives, Code declaration and code render block?
22. What is Software piracy?
23. Explain the advantages of ASP.NET?
24. Explain use of Firewall
25. What is Freeware?
26. Explain the use of cyber law.
27. Write a short note on usage and advantages of E-Market.
29. Advantages of Internet commerce
30. Write a note on Ethics for Computer Users
31. Explain the different types of tools available to develop ASP.NET Application?
32. Differentiate between E-market and Internet commerce.
33. Write a note on Intellectual property Right.
34. Explain difference in the processing of Single-File pages and Code-Behind.
35. Explain Application State and State Management?
36. Explain the basic principle of ASP.NET?
37. Explain Page directives, Code declaration and code render block?
38. Write a short note on code of ethics
39. List any four responsibilities of computer professionals